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WEST ISLAND SCHOOL MISSION, VALUES AND AIMS
Mission Statement
We seek to encourage individuality; foster respect for difference and value learning from others within an international community
school.
We strive to inspire and support all students in achieving their individual potential for a successful life as responsible global citizens.
Values Statement
At West Island School we value –
Community:

Collaboration, team work and unity of purpose.

Compassion:

Service and action at school, locally and globally.

Consideration:

Honesty, tolerance and respect for others.

Commitment:

Recognition of our place and responsibilities within the communities in which we live.

Courage:

To challenge ourselves as individuals and as a community.

Aims
•

To promote excellence and enjoyment in teaching and learning.

•

To motivate through high expectations of personal initiative and individual achievement.

•

To challenge in academic, sporting and creative endeavour.

•

To provide an inclusive, balanced and culturally diverse curriculum which is centred on the attributes of the West Island School
Learner Profile.

•

To encourage the ethical, emotional and physical development of each individual.

•

To provide a safe, supportive and happy environment.

•

To commit to holistic education in providing a diverse range of meaningful opportunities beyond the classroom.

•

To develop lifelong learners who approach the world with confidence and curiosity.
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Welcome to this Annual Report 2015 – 2016.
The school continued to thrive this year through a number of initiatives while you can read of in
the pages ahead. Certain areas stand out and are worth mentioning in this brief introduction.
We continued to develop our curriculum for all our learners and particularly looked to work with
colleagues on “Approaches to Learning”, skills identified by the IB as important for all students
to acquire across the curriculum. We have started to overtly introduce these into subjects
and most importantly have begun to map these vertically so that core, generic learning skills
are developed at pertinent points of a student’s learning journey. The key skills are already
embedded in the PYP and MYP so we are linking closely with our feeder schools. The skills are:
self-management, social skills, thinking skills, research skills and communication skills. CPD for teachers has been looking closely
at our development of these.
It was also a year where we held a number of events including “Caucasian Chalk Circle” directed by our Vice Principal, Jane
Fisher; dance and drama evenings, Circle in the Water productions with our first ever musical written, directed and performed
entirely by students including original scenes, choreography and writing – a first for WIS: “The Beat”. Our Diwali Ball continued
to be a success where I danced for the last time and we also saw the return of the Fashion Show with large amounts raised for
charity. Our Christmas market introduction in December was a new service opportunity for our students to support the areas WIS
has committed to overseen by Jenny Craig alongside the return of the sponsored walk which, while it was cancelled due to bad
weather, still raised charity money!
In the sports curriculum, we are privileged to be recognized as a World School for Elite athletes recognized by the Olympic
committee, won numerous events and came top in the ISSFHK boys and girls track and field championships, beating all other
international schools which entered.
It was, of course, a year for personal change for me as I made the difficult decision to step aside from my role as Principal of this
great school. I am proud of our achievements as a school to create more diverse opportunities in my ten year tenure – both inside
and outside the classroom. I have striven to make our school motto “Strength from Diversity” matter through developing courses
for every student to flourish and for working on inclusion at every level of school life. The community spirit we have nurtured with
you as parents, teachers and students is very much alive at WIS as well as high expectations of academic and personal success
for all.
Our results continue to be extremely strong at GCSE and IB/ID. In addition, this year I was proud to see the Learning Centre
students graduate as our first cohort of foundation diploma students too.
I am grateful to the school (teachers, students, PTA, parents and school council) for all the learning I have had here as Principal.
Most of all I have learned that positivity, belief in young people and a ‘can do’ attitude really combine to make one happy and
fulfilled
I wish my successor Chris Sammons well in leading WIS to even greater heights still. To all of you I wish you success.
Farewell,
Jane Foxcroft

SCHOOL COUNCIL REPORT
In 2015, the School Council team entered the second year of collaboration. On the foundation
built in the first year, the members met and discussed with a better understanding of the school’s
mission, strengths and challenges . As Chair, I am most grateful for the full support from the
Council members throughout the year.
Looking back, the past year wasn’t that smooth! A major challenge came up unexpectedly -Jane decided to take a career break at the end of the academic year after 25 years at WIS. It’s
not hard to imagine how the news shocked the entire school and the Council.
Recruiting a new principal became a first and foremost mission. In the four months of search, I had the opportunity to participate
in the interviews of the long-listed candidates as well as the finalists. Not only did I get the chance to meet high calibre educators
during the process, I also learnt a lot from their visions for learning and teaching as well as school development. Overall the search
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for the new principal turned out to be a positive experience for all who were involved. It goes without saying that we were all so
thankful and relieved when Chris Sammons was appointed in May -- and thanks should go to ESF Centre for their professional
organization of the recruitment process, the School Council for all their support and great team spirit, and to the parents and
teachers who attended the candidates’ presentations and shared their views. Last but not the least, I want to thank Jane for being
so helpful all the way through!
Although the second half of the year was marked by the anxiety of whether we would be able to identify the right candidate for
principalship before the summer (and thankfully we did!), the school year was filled with lots of joyful moments:
• Welcoming new babies: Fiona and Catherine, teacher representatives in the Council, gave birth to their babies. I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank Bridgette who stood in for Fiona and then Catherine while they were on maternity leaves
• Welcoming new council member: Michelle joined WIS as Business Manager and now represents the support staff in the Council.
• Looking forward to new look: we were able to confirm that the school’s outer walls would be repainted in the academic year
2016/2017. It’ll be exciting for all to see the school in its new look in twelve months
Though the Council is not directly involved in achieving the following, I cannot write without mentioning them. The school must
know the Council is very proud of its outstanding accomplishments:
• Another year of great exam results! The Council was aware of all the efforts the teaching team had made to help students
maximize their performance and indeed we are so pleased that all the extra efforts have paid off handsomely. Congratulations on
the record-high IB average score as well as the number of students attaining full marks!
• WIS has received full accreditation to the World Academy for Sport, an award that will enable the athletes in the school to excel
and be supported academically in doing so
To sum up, it was in a hopeful and thankful spirit that the Council served WIS in 2015. In the same spirit, we’re looking forward to
having another year of fruitful collaboration and, most importantly, working with and supporting Chris as best as we can.
Cynthia Lam, School Council Chair
School Council Members 2015-2016
Chair
Ms Cynthia Lam
Community Representatives
Mr Benny Kwok
Mr Tim Storey
Support Staff Representative
Mrs Michelle Stokes
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Principal
Ms Jane Foxcroft
Teacher Representatives
Ms Fiona Mulholland
Mr Guy Hewson
Ms Catherine Buckley
Student Representatives
(to May 15)
Sophie Allen (Head Girl)
Xarius Gander (Head Boy)

ESF Representative
Chris Durbin
Parent Representatives
Mr Mike Abbs
Ms Terri Donlon
Ms Tess Lyon
Student Representatives
(from May 16)
Head Student Team

NEW STAFF 2015 - 2016

Alexander Murchie
Head of Individuals &
Societies

Aniket Gocoldas
Head of Economics

Mai Schroder
Teacher of PE
(PT)

Katie Hudson

Teacher of Drama & Dance
Pre 16 CAS Coordinator

Kelvin Chin
Teacher of Science
(PT)

Jessica Williams
Teacher of Psychology

Janine Carmichael
Lead Teacher of
Individual Needs

Dion Houghton
Teacher of Design &
Techology (PT)

PRIORITIES
It is a privilege to be succeeding Jane Foxcroft as the next Principal. Working and with and through school wide teams, West Island
is enjoying deserved recognition for the excellence in academic achievement, inclusion, sports and creative arts.
The further growth of West Island school will come from the same ingredients that have sustained its journey so far, a genuine
interest in the care and well-being of its students and a sharp focus on the skills of our teachers and learners.
The origins of West Island as a small school means that the philosophy of knowing
every child and bringing out the best in them is part of our DNA. The wider
staff team have a clear priority to know children as individuals, to support their
confidence and emotional growth and to adjust teaching to meet their individual
needs. Our first priority is to deepen the repertoire of teaching and learning
approaches through benchmarking ourselves against World Class jurisdictions,
providing challenge and support in equal measure. Part of this is to check
ourselves, that the assessment we employ to understand learners acquisition of
the curriculum is aligned to the principles of assessment for learning as a high
yield strategy for securing progress.
In addition to how we teach, there is a conversation to be undertaken about what
we teach. Our learners are digitally proficient and know where to find information
for all manner of tasks and questions. In a knowledge economy, the real skill is
knowing how to filter the important, reconstruct meaning and work alongside
others to generate solutions. Over the next few years we will be exploring the Middle Years Programme which builds on the
foundation wide Primary Years Programme to ensure our learners are fully developing these skills. At our senior level, we will be
examining how we make our vocational pathways richer to give more choice for our learners.
There has been much renewal and investment in our resources over the past few years and there is more to do. The 3-year capital
investment plan is detailed and our most immediate focus will be on completing the renewal of Science labs and ensuring our D
block has similar modern teaching spaces to the other areas of the school.
It will be an exciting time at West Island School as we grow together and I am looking forward to working with you all throughout
2016.
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SCHOOL SELF EVALUATION AND REVIEW
At West Island the evaluation process is currently made up of 7 Key Strands:
1) Sharing Good Practice
All teachers are encouraged to visit lessons within faculties and across the
school; to share practice and gather new ideas. During the last year we have
welcomed numerous visits from schools across Hong Kong, from within the
international and local sectors to showcase the wealth of great pedagogical
practice. Teachers have also led learning and collaborated to support practice in
their own settings.
2) Lesson Study - Professional Learning Communities
The concept of Lesson Study was introduced this year, following on from the
lesson sharing programme introduced in 2013. This involved three teachers
working in partnership; observing each other with a clear focus on an aspect
of school improvement. Practice was captured via our Twitter platform #wislearning_hk. We are now looking into developing
this programme into a cluster of professional learning communities where staff are focusing on research to inform pedagogy and
practice. The outcome of our Lesson Study Trios was a more acute awareness of effective teaching of Approaches to Learning
Skills and how best we can tailor our teaching to meet the needs of students with a wide range of starting points.
3) Learning Walks
2014 saw the introduction of the Walkthrough (now known as Learning Walks). Every member of each faculty is seen in a 15-20
minute slots within a week to provide a flavour of the learning across the range of subjects within faculties. During the time in
lessons, students are also observed to gauge their understanding and attitude to learning. The process is entirely collaborative
with the focus of the walk, the lessons seen and the success criteria negotiated between the Line Manager and the Head of
Faculty. There is so much to celebrate at WIS and this approach has been able to capture the natural learning environments across
the school.
The pilot in 2014 with three faculties laid the foundations. Learning Walks were carried out in English, Design Technology, Maths
and Science. This year we aim to revisit all faculties by the end of November 2016, with a view to revisiting and progress checking
in the Summer 2017.
4) Student Voice
Gathering the thoughts of students on their experience at West Island is an essential feature of school reflection and evaluation.
Student Voice was in its infancy in the latter half of the last academic year with the current Year 10 students all contributing to the
four strands of learning at West Island; Curriculum, Creativity, Activity and Service. The first Round Table workshop, led by our
head Student team also took place at this time and the first Student Council with representatives from Years 7 to 11 took place
in September 2016. The outcomes from this first council meeting helped to guide the design of the school’s first CPD Day (19
September 2016). We now have three designated tutor period slots to focus on how best we can develop and improve learning.
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5) Student-Shadow
The student-shadow process was launched in 2014. The aims of tracking a
student for the day are to enable teachers to gain an insight into a ‘typical’
day for a WIS student, to consider both the learning experiences and practical
challenges our students encounter. The last Student Shadow took place in
May 2016; both teachers involved spoke about this form of evaluation helping
them to understand the diet of student learning and to ensure there is no ‘hiding
place’ to not learn, develop and improve.
6) Professional Review and Development (PRD)
Previously under the guise of Performance Management, all staff are assigned
a coach to provide the support and time we all need to ensure that we are
reflecting, evaluating and moving on with our own personal and professional
development. The professional conversations form the main body of this
process and help to identify strengths and areas for development. Linked to
this is the expectation that all teachers and Educational Assistants are formally
observed to support the PRD conversations.
7) External Reviews
The Council of International Schools Accreditation and the 5 Year IB Review are due to take place during the second half of 20162017 academic year and we are currently planning a self study to evaluate our strengths and areas for growth.
Findings from all of the above strands of the school’s reflection and evaluation process all confirm the school’s focus on ‘what really
matters’ for every student in our care; to ensure that teaching is carefully planned to impact positively on all groups of learners; to
deepen understanding, to develop a genuine love of learning.
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PRE 16 CURRICULUM UPDATES
This year saw our first cohort of students complete their Middle Years Diploma (MYD). The MYD
embraces the holistic development of each child and encompasses learning both in and beyond the
classroom. The completion of the MYD recognises individual academic achievement combined with core
components including Physical Education, Critical Thinking (Year 9), Personal Project (Year 9), Global
Perspective (Years 10-11), Learning for Life and CAS (Creativity, Activity and Service). (Please see
the diagram of the MYD below.) The breadth and depth afforded by the MYD facilitates the ongoing
development of a wider skills set, vital for our Year 11 students as they embark on their Post 16 courses,
consider university pathways and prepare to enter the global workforce of the 21st Century.
In addition to breadth and depth, the Pre 16 curriuclum provides students with opportunities to make
informed choices regarding their learning. In September, Year 8 were introduced to the ‘Mini Options’
process. As the title suggests, the ‘Mini Options’ process provides students with some choice regarding
the subjects they wish to study in Year 9. It allows students to slightly reduce the number of subjects
studied in some areas of the curriculum, enabling them to study their selected courses in greater depth
rather than rotating around 3 or 5 subjects throughout the year.
The curriculum areas involved in the ‘mini options’ process are as follows: Individual and Societies,
Creative Arts, Design Technology and for students that wish to pursue a bilingual pathway, an opportunity
to study another language. It is important to point out that all students still pursue each of the seven
curriculum areas to maintain breadth of learning: for example, they can not make the decision to stop studying the
Creative Arts but rather reduce the number of subjects they study within this area of the curriculum.
In addition to providing some choice, the ‘mini options’ process is also designed to give Year 8 students an opportunity to reflect on
their learning in relation to their interests and strengths; it also prepares them for the Year 9 options process when they will need to
choose their (I)GCSE and Electives subjects.
After reviewing the 1-2-1 provision during 2014/15 with students, parents and teachers we decided to alter the timings for this year.
Rather than students waiting in school for a fifteen minute appointment, students stayed for the full session under the supervision
of their tutor. By using the time available from 2 to 3.15pm tutors could hold individual meetings with students whilst those waiting
could engage in activities designed to support their approaches to learning and develop their wider skills set. Five key skills are
embedded into these activities: Communication, Thinking, Social, Self Management and Research. An electronic folder (eportfolio)
supports the sessions by allowing students and tutors to document targets or key areas of learning requiring further development.
In our last Pre 16 tutor meeting of the year, we invited a group of students to join us and contribute to the review and refinement
of the 1-2-1 resources for the coming year. This proved to be a valuable sharing of ideas and we will include student input when
planning and reviewing our provision throughout the next academic year.
Parental and student responses from the school wide survey in term three indicated that parents and children still value the
individual discussions with tutors. After reviewing the 1-2-1 sessions this year we will ensure that all students meet individually
with their tutor, that students document key areas of development or practice and continue to develop relevant and engaging 1-2-1
resources for each session.
In the last report, we outlined our partnership with Kennedy school, our main feeder
primary school and the ways in which we were working together to ensure that Year
6 students experienced a positive transition from primary to secondary. A key strand
tying our schools together is the IB Learner profile and the Approaches to Learning
Framework (Communication, Social, Research, Self Management and Thinking.) Each
year we continue to strengthen these ties. During our Professional Development
days in March, Kennedy and West Island teachers visited each others schools to
observe and identify the ways in which the Approaches to Learning were being taught
in the classroom. This practical inquiry proved a valuable insight and professional
development opportunity for both Kennedy and West Island teachers. Active
investigation into how these skills in the primary phase are delivered will benefit our
students’ future transition, enabling us to build on, rather than repeat prior learning.
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POST 16 CURRICULUM UPDATES
This year saw our first cohort of Learning Centre students graduate on their personalized Foundation Diploma. This has been the
culmination of over seven years of planning, commitment and innovation from a wide range of teachers and support staff and was a
joyful highlight of the graduation process. The careers team and individual needs team work together to plan appropriate individual
pathways achieving a high degree of personalisation in our cirriculum.

Our WIS International Diploma continues to be an excellent pathway for students who prefer a vocational style of learning or
have specific career paths in mind, revolving around the arts, engineering, business or sports science. We have focused on
personalizing the diploma for each individual student and made the Extended Project Qualification an optional extra for ID students,
leading to a much higher rate of success. We continue to widen the range of subjects on offer for BTEC and have developed a new
Major in Sports Science this year.

Our IB Diploma continues to be a popular choice for WIS students, who are lucky to be able to choose from a wide range of
subjects, including almost all the subjects that the IB offers. We have had our first cohort of IB Dance students in Year 12 and
are offering Global Politics for the first time in 2016. This is a new subject offered by IB and we are excited to be amongst the
first schools in the world to offer it. The number of students completing their Extended Essays in World Studies has increased
dramatically (11 students, as opposed to 1 last year) and our results show that this has been an extremely positive move. The
significant percentage of top awards (82% at grade A or B) demonstrates the international-mindedness and affinity for problemsolving that WIS students are developing as part of the IB programme.
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INCLUSION AT WIS
Gifted & Talented Learner Achievements
This was another successful year for many of our gifted and talented learners
participating in both the ESF ‘No Ceiling Project’ and the ‘Tournament of Minds’:
No Ceiling Project
Participating in the ESF ‘No Ceiling Project’ were Sunny Choi, Kevin Zhou, Sze
Yuen Luk, Pearl Ng, Nikhil Joseph, and Ambrose Lee. The focus for this year’s
project was the many applications of ‘coding’ with the students collaborating with
peers across the foundation in the creation of their own coded ‘apps’ which will be
presented and launched in a reception at the start of the next academic year.
The Tournament of Minds
This year we had 19 students enter the tournament of minds ‘Secondary Division.
Two teams took part in the Social Science category and one in the Maths and Engineering category. This involved a long term
challenge which they had six weeks to prepare for and work as a team, independent of any outside help.
Social Science teams:
Team 1: Neil Alberquerque, Amogha Bhorkha, Sula Hedley, Winston Lam, Zachary Downie and Chor Wei Tang.
Team 2: Rebecca Yetman, John Hu, Harshul Singh, Pearl Ng, Ethan Saw, Ushaan Turel and Anna Wu.
Engineering team:
Martin Lee Paterson, Ambrose Lee, Sze Yuen Luk, Clovis Mak, Nikhil Joseph and Aidyn Wong.
The social science challenge was titled ‘the weakest link’. This involved looking at all the characters in history and selecting some
to be removed. Both teams performed excellently, with the Social Science ‘team 2’ winning their category and retaining their title
and trophy.
The Maths and Engineering team were requested to create a vehicle that would appear invisible, using clear items, which would
steer and roll through a designated route. This would create the illusion that the cargo (water) was floating. This sketch was created
with humour and had the judges laughing throughout their performance.
All teams also had to do an unseen spontaneous anagram challenge to make up a new word and create the definition of this new
word. This tested student’s ability to think on their feet as well as thinking creatively.
A particular success this year was the trip to the finals in Sydney, where our Social Science team competed in a 3 hour ‘lock down’
challenge. It was a fantastic experience for the students involved, with 3 sets of parents joining the coordinators Emily Clarke and
Chris Head to support this venture.
Academies, Conferences and Talent Searches
The 2015-16 academic year also saw some of our gifted learners achieving
recognition and awards for excellence in a range of extension and enrichment
programmes. These included:
• Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education
We were also very proud to support a number of other gifted students in
successfully achieving invitations to join the HKAGE. Joining our existing 22
members of the academy in the domains of Maths, Science, Humanities and
Leadership are: John Hu, Victor Tam, Tiffany Chung, Sze Yuen Luk, Nikhil Joseph,
Neil Albuquerque, Anna Wu and Sunny Choi.
The coordination and development of provisions for our gifted students was
successfully undertaken, this year, by Emmanuel Reed. With Mr Reed’s departure
at the end of the year, the role will be taken on by one of our Vice Principals, Sue
Carey.
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PRE 16 EXAMINATION RESULTS 2015
This year, West Island School’s Year 11 cohort maintained its A*-C overall pass rate with 93% of the cohort achieving A*-C across
their (I)GCSE subjects, slightly above the ESF average of 92%. Once again over 50% of the cohort were awarded A*- A grades
with the number of A, B and C grades remaining in line with last year’s results.
As always, beneath the statistics lie some notable individual achievements by our students with many achieving above their ability
predicted grades.
Year 11 students studying BTEC achieved excellent results in the level two awards, which are the equivalent to studying two
GCSEs; a Distinction * is equivalent to two A* at GCSE, a Distinction is equal to two A grades, a Merit to two Bs and a Pass is
two grade Cs. As you can see from the table, all students studying the BTEC level two in Science and Engineering were awarded
a pass or above. It is worth noting the outstanding achievements in Engineering where all the students achieved distinction or a
distinction*.
(I)GCSE Results Comparisons
West Island School Percentage of (I)GCSE Grades Awarded
Grade
A*
A
B
C
D, E, F, G, U

2010
27
28
26
14
5

2011
26
29
28
13
4

2012
26
30
25
15
4

2013
26
30
24
14
6

2014
28
28
23
13
8

2015
30
28
23
15
4

2016
22
31
24
16
7

% of

WIS

ESF

UK

A*- A grades

53%

54%

21%

A* - C grades

93%

92%

69 (68.8)

(Figures in brackets from 2014)
2016

(I)GCSEs

9 A*-A

5 A*-A

9 A*-C

5 A*-C

No of students

49

92

134

160

% of students

28%

52%

76%

90%

2015
(I)GCSEs

9 A*-A

5 A*-A

9 A*-C

5 A*-C

No of students

67

104

142

172

% of students

38

59

80

97

BTEC Level 2 First Certificate Results 2015
Grade

Number of students

% of students

D*

19

31

D

22

35

M

13

21

P

8

13
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POST 16 EXAMINATION RESULTS 2016
IB DIPLOMA RESULTS 2016
This is our eighth cohort of IB learners, with 124 sitting the full IB Diploma. Their achievements, when compared with both previous
cohorts and worldwide, are very pleasing indeed.
The results below indicate an overall growth in attainment for students at WIS with the highest mean point score we have had so far
of 36.6 - well above the worldwide average and up considerably on 2015; similarly, the mean grade per subject has increased to
5.8.
Again, this year we had 4 students achieve the highest mark of 45 points, along with another 6 gaining 44 points. These coveted
high grades place our students among the best scholars in the world for their age range.
As the graph below indicates, this year 71% of our students achieved over 35 points compared with roughly 27% worldwide (2015
figures). This is a notable achievement.
87.1% of our students achieved over 30 points; 62.1% achieved over 35 points and 25.7% achieved over 40 points. This is an
outstanding achievement.
* IBO Worldwide 2016 mean number of IB points as released in the IBO Press Release on 5 July 2016
** IBO Worldwide data for May 2016 is not yet available so May 2015 data has been provided. The worldwide data has stayed fairly consistent over the last
few years.

Table 1: Overview of IB Diploma Results (2012-2015)
WIS 2016

May 2015

May 2014

May 2013

May 2012

Number of students entered for the full IB Diploma

124

132

127

128

122

Worldwide
2015**
69975

Number of students achieving the IB Diploma

123

130

125

126

122

56516

4

5

3

4

8

16112

Mean points score for all IB Diploma students

36.6

35.7

35.5

35.4

35.2

30.1*

% of students achieving 30+ IB Diploma points

90%

87.1%

86%

88%

89%

55%

% of students achieving 35+ IB Diploma points

71%

62.1

60%

59%

57%

27%

% of students achieving 40+ IB Diploma points

32%

25.7

24%

21%

19%

7%

Mean grade for all subjects

5.8

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.5

4.7

Number of students achieving a Bilingual Diploma

Note: These are still preliminary results as we still have a small number of ongoing appeals at the time of printing.

These statistics, though incredibly impressive, do not account for the individual achievements in the IB Diploma. The determination
of particular individuals to reach their chosen university offers was outstanding, and the maturity and personal growth shown by
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many, exemplary. Parental support in encouraging students to observe and respect the IBO and WIS regulations, and in helping
their child manage a large workload, is gratefully acknowledged.
The teaching staff throughout years 12 and 13 are to be congratulated on their dedication to the students in our community. Staff
have exhibited knowledge, skillful guidance and consistently high expectations throughout.

INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA RESULTS: 2016
2016 saw the implementation of the new Btec assessments rules, requiring a much more rigourous approach to feedback. 21
students completed the ID this year, 16 of which also took an additional IB course, with 4 taking two IB courses. As part of their
experiential learning, students also completed a two-week work experience placement in organisations such as HK Photography
Studio Ltd, Youth Arts Foundation, Publicis HK, 26 Coaching and Lead8 Architecture. 11 of our ID students successfully obtained
the Edexcel Extended Project Qualification, developing their academic research and writing skills.

HIGHER EDUCATION DESTINATIONS - SELECTED ID STUDENTS
Programme Studied at WIS

Results

University

University Course

BTEC+IB

Major: Art
Minor: Business
IB: Design Technology SL

D*D/D*- 5

Norwich University of the Arts

Graphic Design

BTEC+IB

Major: Art
Minor: Business
IB: Film Studies SL

D*D/ D* - 6

Leeds College of Art & Design

Art

BTEC

Major: Business
Minor: Sport

D*D/D*

City University, Hong Kong

Business

BTEC+IB

Major: Business
Minor: Sport
IB: Math Studies SL/French HL

DD/D - 6/5

Queen Margaret University,
Edinburgh

Business Management

BTEC+IB

Major: Art
Minor: Business
IB: Design Technology SL

D*D*/ D* - 5

OCAD (Ontario College of Art
& Design)

Design in Illustration

BTEC+IB

Major: Engineering
Minor: Art
IB: Maths SL/ Physics SL

D*D*/M - 4/3

Unknown

Architecture
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BTEC

Major: Engineering
Minor: Sport
IB: Math Studies SL

D*D*/M - 5

HKU Space

Engineering

BTEC

Major: Business
Minor: Sport

D*D*/D

University of Kent

Business

HIGHER EDUCATION DESTINATIONS - YEAR 13 STUDENTS
The below tables detail the final destinations of West Island School’s class of 2016 which comprised 150 students. This data was
provided by the students themselves at the beginning of September 2016 and is summarized as follows:
United Kingdom: 38 students or 25.33% of Year 13
Major

Institution

Major

Institution

Leeds College of Art

History

University of Cambridge

Norwich University of the Arts

History of Art

University of Bristol

Biochemistry

University of Manchester

International Business and Finance

University of Leeds

Biological Sciences

University of East Anglia

Biomedical Sciences

University College London

Business and Psychology

Bath Spa University

Art Foundation

Durham University
Queen Mary University of London

Law

University of Bristol

University of Kent

Business and Management

University of Leeds

University of Exeter

Liberal Studies

Durham University

Queen Margaret, Edinburgh

Mathematics

Imperial College London

University of Westminster (2)

Theatre and Performance Studies

University of Bristol

Communications and Media

Loughborough University

Performance Technologies & Production

University of Surrey

Computing

Imperial College London

Politics and Philosophy

London School of Economics

Goldsmiths, University of London

Politics and International Relations

University of Warwick

Design

University of Plymouth

Economics

Durham University

University of Bristol
Psychology

Imperial College London

Engineering

University College London
University of Exeter

University of Cambridge

Social Anthropology

University of Edinburgh

English Language and Literature

University of Edinburgh

Sustainable Product Design

Falmouth University

Film Production

University for Creative Arts

Hong Kong: 27 students or 18% of Year 13
Major

Institution

Actuarial Science

The University of Hong Kong

Architecture

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Major
Engineering

Business and Management
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Community College of City University
HKU SPACE Community College
Hong Kong University of Science &
Technology (3)

The University of Hong Kong
Product Design

Institution

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Food Technology

Vocational Training Council

City University of Hong Kong

Law

The Chinese University of Hong Kong (2)

Hong Kong University of Science & Technology (3)

Medicine

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Dance

Hong Kong Academy of Performing Arts

The University of Hong Kong (2)

Economics and Finance

The University of Hong Kong

Pharmacy

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Early Childhood Education

Yew Chung Community College (3)

Science

Hong Kong University of Science &
Technology (2)

USA: 21 students or 14% of Year 13
Major
Architecture

Institution

Major

Institution

Michigan Ann Arbor

Engineering

University of California – San Diego (2)

University of Washington, Seattle

Journalism

University of Arizona

Biology

University of California – Berkeley

Psychology

University of Minnesota

Business Administration

University of Massachusetts Lowell
Duke

University of California – Berkeley

Sciences

University of Washington, Seattle

Middlebury College

Philosophy

Cornell University

New York University

Social Sciences

University of California – Berkeley
Boston University

Economics

New York University
University of California - Berkeley

Undeclared

Northeastern University
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Southern California

Canada: 22 students or 14.66% of Year 13
Major

Institution

Major

Institution

Accounting

University of Toronto

Engineering

University of Waterloo

Art

Sheridan College

English

University of Toronto

Bachelor of Arts

University of Toronto

Environmental Sciences

University of Toronto

Biochemistry

University of British Columbia

Film Production

University of British Columbia

Business

Concordia University

Journalism

Concordia University

Commerce

University of Toronto (3)

Mathematics and Physics

University of Toronto

Computer Science

University of British Columbia

Music

Simon Fraser University

Design

OCAD University

Neuroscience

University of Toronto

Early Childhood Education

Vancouver Island University

Social Sciences

University of Toronto

Economics

University of Toronto

Science

University of British Columbia

Other Countries: 24 students or 16% of Year 13
Country

%

Australia and New Zealand

10.66

16

Applications in progress for March 2017 entry

Ireland

0.67

1

Social Sciences

University College Cork

Italy

0.67

1

International Relations

Universita Cattocica del Sacro Cuore

Japan

0.67

1

Liberal Arts

International Christian University

International Sports Management and Business

Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

Economics

Erasmus University Rotterdam

Environmental Science

Avans University of Applied Sciences

Netherlands

No.

2

3

Course

Institution

Philippines

0.67

1

Science

Ateneo de Manila University

Spain

0.67

1

History

IE University Madrid

Others

%

No.

Employment

0.67

1

Gap Year

11.33

17
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7 YEAR UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT COMPARISON

CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT
Creativity, Activity and Service is at the center of developing the well rounded West Island School Student. They are involved in an
incredible range of learning opportunities beyond the classroom; creating a balanced and meaningful programme Pre and Post 16.
It has been a year spent embedding our successful and diverse activity programme, whilst immersing students from all years in
deeper and more meaningful service within our wider Hong Kong community.
Hope for Kids, Kids 4 Kids and the very first IBET sports day are just three examples of events where students have been the ideal
self-managers in coordinating, organising and leading meaningful learning experiences for children less fortunate than them.
We have continued to strengthen the Year 7 and 8 Service Days, where both year groups worked collaboratively to raise monies
and begin their CAS journey with a deeper understanding of service and how we they can make a difference.
Year 7 students raised $10,000 for Feeding Hong Kong as they hosted a soup kitchen in school and took part in a food drive,
offering 107kg of dried goods to our local community. All done whilst learning the value of teamwork and basic business skills.
Year 8 worked with CEO’s Plastic Free Seas and Clean Air Network to look at
how they could educate the community to sustain Hong Kong’s environment,
Art installations made out of recyclable materials, a performance flash
mob; getting people to think about how they dispose of their rubbish, media
projects; educating the public about microbead products and a science project;
investigating solutions to Hong Kong’s air quality were all positive outcomes of
the day.
Our annual Horizons Week was a huge success; continuing to provide an
invaluable experience for students. We offered a number of new experiences
including Year 8 Create, working with the Masarang Foundation in Indonesia
and our first collaboration with United World Schools; working with tribes in
northern Cambodia have created further exciting challenges. Ukulele Making,
Mind, Body, Spirit and Taiwan Treasure are now a strong feature of this current
year’s programme.
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Students faced many new challenges, including making new connections and
discovering new passions.
Reflection is an integral part of the learning process and students and tutors
have been interacting with their e-portfolios to identify students strength and
areas for improvement. Post 16 students have been trialing a new portfolio
system that enables them to reflect more fully and collect evidence with ease.

SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
Sport continues to flourish at WIS with over 114 teams and 865 students (70%)
regularly attending training and sports activities.
In recognition of strong performances, WIS was awarded 3 rd place in the
prestigious Co-educational BOCHK Bauhinia Bowl by the HKSSF who also
recognised several WIS Sporting Individuals for Outstanding Athlete Awards:
Cross Country (boys) - Matthew Tan/ Cross Country (girls - Erin Brown
Rugby - James Karton
Swimming - Miles Williams
Hong Kong Sports Boy of the Year - Mile Williams (Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics)
(WIS was the only ESF / International school to feature in the individual awards).
In the ISSFHK competition WIS retained the Champions title in Cross Country and Athletics. Due to hard work and commitment
the volleyball teams have developed significantly. WIS had another successful year in the HKSSF competitions with the girls Swim
Team being promoted to Division One. An incredible achievement as the strength and depth in this competition is huge.
WIS were a force to be reckoned with in the HKSSF cross country with the boys finishing 3rd and girls 2nd Overall.
At the Annual Sports Awards Ms Kate Rutherford, elite performer and coach of triathlon in HK
was guest speaker and the following students were recognised as Sports Girl and Boy:
C grade: Jasmine Drew - Jake Graham
B grade: Lucia Bolton - Matthew Tan
A grade: Shreya Rane - Miles Williams
The Faculty recognise’s and appreciates the invaluable support of many WIS staff, parents and student leaders. WIS
sporting accomplishments are a true team effort and encapsulate the ethos of our school community.
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Sports Girl

Sports Boy

A Grade

Shreya Rane

Miles Williams

B Grade

Lucia Bolton

Matthew Tan

Team of the Year

B Grade Boys Football
C Grade

Jasmin Drew

Jake Graham

CREATIVE ARTS AND PERFORMANCE
Creativity, inquiry and expression underpin teaching and learning in
the Creative Arts faculty. We are proud to showcase the success and
achievement of the drama, dance, film, music and visual arts departments
in the pages of this 2015-16 Annual Report. The faculty celebrates
and congratulates all students on their success in academic studies,
performances, exhibitions and creative arts presentations during the year.
Circle in the Water, the performance division of the Creative Arts faculty
presented concerts, theatre and dance performances, and film and art
exhibitions throughout the year. These events showcased the outstanding
achievements and talents of our students and proudly displayed the spirit of
creativity and community of West Island School.
Caucasian Chalk Circle
In December 2014 audiences were treated to a performance of the classic
Brecht play, Caucasian Chalk Circle. Many of the performers were new to
the Brechtian style, and throughout the whole process learned about a lot about characterisation, projection and ensemble work in
the style of Brecht. The performance piece was a major collaborative event bringing together teams of teachers and students in
performance, design and production roles. Special mention is made of Miss Ella Fidler, Year 12 who co-directed the performance
alongside Ms Fisher. The show was performed over two nights, and everyone involved enjoyed the experience of performing to a
full house each night.
Winter Wonderland – Music Christmas Concert
The annual gala concert, Winter Wonderland celebrated the Christmas season on December 16 2015. Performed in the
Auditorium the programme showcased the music of the Sinfonia, WIS Choir, Jazz Band, Amadeus Strings, a woodwind ensemble,
Cantare Vocal Ensemble, and the Bauhinia Ensemble (Chinese music). It was a wonderful evening of music. The spirit of
Christmas was truly evident with the Christmas market, and the PTA and their mulled wine and mince pies in the foyer.
Heroes and Villains Concert
In April 2016 the music department presented the Heroes and Villains concert. This year instead of presenting the concert inside
the auditorium it was performed outside on Level 3 during lunch break. Musical highlights included themes from Star Wars and
Skyfall. The concert was well received with a large audience watching from the floors above. It was a challenge to present the
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sound using all of the school’s audio resources but the natural amphitheater
of the different floors helped project the sound around the school.
Circle in the Water Arts Festival
This year we offered a different programme for The Circle in the Water Arts
Festival. The festival was held over two weeks, December 7 – 18 2015. It
featured art, dance, drama, film and music performances, exhibitions and
activities around the school. Firstly, the faculty welcomed Edgemead High
School from South Africa who performed traditional and contemporary music
from their homeland. The WIS community warmly and enthusiastically
embraced the lunchtime concert. During the festival visual arts students
participated in art classes with professional artists, and collaborative
art making workshops that culminated in a large art installation in the
Multi Purpose Hall. Dance and music students worked with professional
dancers and musicians in different workshops. A notable highlight was
the performance by WIS students with African musicians and dancers in a
lunchtime concert outside the auditorium. It was a great spectacle of sound,
colour and movement. Drama students presented a slam poetry event, which showcased powerful, improvised social commentary
and dramatic presentation. Choristers enjoyed singing with a visiting choral specialist who taught the students techniques of vocal
projection, and songs that developed their vocal skills, range and repertoire. The Winter Wonderland concert was the culmination
of the two-week festival. The different approach to the Circle in the Water Festival was well received and enjoyed by both staff and
students.
An Evening of Drama, An Evening of Dance
An Evening of Drama and An Evening of Dance in March 2016 were a
celebration and sharing of performance work by Year 11 students in the
GCSE drama and dance courses. Both evenings featured performances
by all students that displayed understanding of different dance and drama
styles, and the creative processes of devising and choreographing personal
expressive pieces. The student performances revealed intimate knowledge
of contemporary performance methods, practitioners and theories crafted
into works that reflected personal stylistic and artistic vision. In addition to
the Year 11 work, performances by the CAS groups; Momentum (dance) and
Showstoppers (Pre 16 drama club), and other students who study dance
privately were featured. Both evenings were a fine example of the excellent
work of the drama and dance department.

Star Search
Star Search returned this year after a year’s absence. Led by the Circle in the Water student committee, the month long event
(traditionally a music competition) was extended to include film and music composition categories alongside the usual vocal,
band, instrumental, ensemble and dance categories. Star Search attracts hundreds of entries, and this year with the help of the
Film Department we introduced a live feed so audiences beyond the auditorium could watch the competition. The entire event
was an amazing display of the wonderful talent at West Island School. The final showcase which lasted three days of lunchtime
performances was extra special as the students raised funds for “Swim 4 Jonathan.” This report cannot be complete without
mentioning Miss Erica Stanley, Year 13 who was outstanding in her leadership of the Circle in the Water committee throughout the
year.
IB Art Show
The IB Art Show continues to be a highlight of the Circle in the Water arts calendar. Each year the show exhibits the impressive
and creative work of all visual artists at the end of their course in March. The students stand alongside their work confidently
talking about their art; describing techniques, methods, inspirations and challenges they face in the production of their final
portfolio. Their work and commentary illuminates the rich and diverse artistic talent of West Island School and displays each of
the artists’ personal identity and creative flair. All of our creative arts students seem well equipped to understand the world around
them. They have the confidence and skills to encounter and engage with our globalising world, and this conviction speaks loudly
through their artistic endeavours.
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The Creative Arts faculty takes pride in creating and leading vibrant classrooms and performances that foster curiosity,
engagement and exciting exploration of the arts, and the creative arts teaching and support staff have invested so much of
themselves, helping students unlock and develop their strengths and identity as artists. We thank these teachers and support
staff for their dedication and expertise. Every year students in all creative arts subjects wholeheartedly embrace their art forms
communicating personal style and beliefs that provoke and challenge audience responses. Each and every young ‘artist’ is
fearless in their approach to push the boundaries of creativity, inquiry and expression. Once again, we say “bravo” to all our young
‘creatives.’

OTHER NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
Hong Kong Budding Poets 2015
The Hong Kong Budding Poets Award is organised by The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education (HKAGE) and encourages
students to develop their creative abilities, imaginative thinking and excellence in the use of language and literature.
This year, 10 students were selected to participate in the competition and worked with Mr Walker during lunch sessions to plan and
devise ideas. Each student submitted a poem based on themes selected by the HKAGE. All 10 students made it through to the
final stages which comprised of interviews, discussions about their poems and improvised / creative writing - WIS dominated the
final and ALL 10 of our students were awarded in the final stages - a truly exceptional achievement.
Naomi Tang was named as the Outstanding Poet of 2016
Bianca Reyes named Best Improviser
Grace Yip (Year 7) and Eve Messervy (Year 8) as runners-up!
This is a wonderful achievement and advertisement for the great writing talent in this school.
Mathematics Faculty
The Mathematics faculty has enjoyed another bumper year! Once again, we entered a number of international mathematics
competitions across the year groups.
UK Mathematics Trust Junior Mathematics Challenge (Years 7-8): 22 Gold, 21 Silver and 38 Bronze certificates, with 4 students
qualifying for the Olympiad competition.
UK Mathematics Trust Intermediate Mathematics Challenge (Years 9-11): 24 Gold, 23 Silver and 18 Bronze certificates, with 16
students qualifying for the Kangaroo competition and 4 for the Olympiad competition.
UK Mathematics Trust Senior Mathematics Challenge (Years 11-13): 21 Gold, 22 Silver and 19 Bronze certificates, with 4 students
qualifying for the British Mathematical Olympiad competition.
UK Junior Mathematical Olympiad: Pearl Ng, Ethan Saw, Anna Wu, Sunny Choi.
European Intermediate Mathematical Olympiad: Tiffany Chung, Amy Tao, Bruce Xu, John Hu.
UK Mathematical Olympiad: Adrian Tang, James Doran, Zarah Tesfai, Amy Tao.
South East Asian Mathematics Challenge: Once again, West Island sent two teams of three to the annual SEAMC event, this time
hosted by the Garden International School and the Alice Smith School in Kuala Lumpur. Congratulations to the following students
for being selected and representing the school:
Jocelyn Tsui, John Hu, Tiffany Chung, Matthew Poon, Bruce Xu, Hywel Cheng
Thanks also to past SEAMC team members who helped train the teams and helped with organization during the competition!
We also sent teams to compete in local mathematics competitions, most notable Dragon Maths, this year hosted by Harrow School
in Hong Kong. Congratulations to the following students who represented West Island:
Winston Lam, Inika Shah, Piyush Pahuja, Kevin Zhou, Ethan Saw, Ambrose Lee, Raunaq Kapur, Jonathan Wong, Eric Wang, Neil
Albuquerque, Tiffany Chung, Tara Relan, Harshul Singh, John Hu, Rebecca Yetman
Every few weeks, we also take part in the global ASMA Mathematics Challenge, competing against International Schools
worldwide. All students are welcome - check the notices!
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We are very proud of our students’ achievements, and thanks go to all members of the mathematics team for supporting and
encouraging them through the year. Special thanks to all those staff who organizing, host, plan, staff, and dedicate extra time to
extend and enrich the maths learning at WIS.
Science Faculty
2015/16 was another busy year for the Science Faculty at West Island. With
guest speakers and trips to the science museum for Year 7, we used many
opportunities to enhance the curriculum in school. For our older students, our IB
Biology groups had a chance to take part in a trip to the Swire Institute of Marine
Science (SWIMS) to obtain data in a tidal setting, as well as our Environmental
Systems students working on Internal Assessments in the field.
One of our largest events each year is the group 4 project, a 10 hour
collaborative project required as part of the IB scheme of work for all of our IB
students. This year we continued with the theme of Engineering and Design with
a huge “Rube Goldberg” machine, and this proved very successful again.
Our year 8 unit on Engineering was also a major event - students could select
from Aeronautical, Mechanical, Electrical or Environmental Engineering options.
After a research and development stage teams had to put together a final
project which was judged in the final expo. Students needed good personal
and team organisation as well as research skills for their project ideas, a theme
being developed across the school as key skills for learning.
Our IB and iGCSE courses continue to be extremely successful. One of the only changes to our curriculum is that our BTEC
science course for Year 10 and 11 has been withdrawn by the awarding bodies in its current format and consequently a new
Combined Science course was trialed for a few students this year Combined Science will be available in Year 11 as an alternative
to the double and triple courses currently on offer.

MAJOR SCHOOL EVENTS
The Sedan Chair Race
The Sedan Chair Race is held annually in October by the Matilda International
Hospital on The Peak. The 2015 race saw a number of corporate teams take
place and the West Island team represented the school superbly amongst all
these big names. Students ran the 2 km race with a heavy metal sedan and a
10Kkg bag of rice. The team did well to take over four adult teams and place
second overall achieving a time of 11 minutes. Well done to the team and a
big thanks to Guy Hewson for overseeing the team.
Diwali Ball
The WIS Diwali Ball is an annual event that is almost immediately sold out.
The 2015 rendition was no different. The WIS auditorium was filled to the
brim on November 4 with additional seating added to accomodate the high
demand. Over 185 students took part - a new record for the school. As usual,
students directed, choreographed and wrote the script for the evening. This
year the theme was ‘Diwali Family Feud’. Student dances and acts were
appreciated greatly by the audiences who also enjoyed scrumptious snacks
catered by Jashan Indian Restaurant. The highlight of the evening was the
student dance which involved Ms Jane Foxcroft. Audiences also enjoyed the staff dance and the fashion show which showcased
modern and classic Indian wear. A big thank you to all the students and staff, especially Ms Julie Hannaford who oversaw the entire
event.
Impulse 2.0
In February, WIS held a charity fashion show, Impulse 2.0. This was the second of its kind to be ever held at WIS. Students and
staff strutted down the ramp in the school auditorium in stunning attire loaned by a number of designers including: Reiss, Melissa
Bui Atelier, Aurora, Rosarini, Naoko Tsuruta, Dorian Ho, Andrea & Co, Ashika, Luxe Tuxedo, Dahab by Alia and Louise Hill Design.
There was also a number of performances to entertain audiences who left with a generous giftbag.
The event lived up to the high expectations and a impressive total of $50,000 was collected and donated to the Nepal earthquake
relief fund via the ShelterBox, an international disaster charity relief.
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Our sincere thanks to Ms Amy Lee for putting together such a successful
event and congratulations to all the students involved in Impulse 2.0.
Christmas Market & WISWalk 2015
While the weather didn’t allow the WISWalk 2015 to take place, eager
students didn’t let the rain dampen their spirits. Instead, they took part in
the Christmas Market and turned the day into a successful one. The market
featured an array of festive items up for purchase and additionally, a grand
spread of baked goods. An amazing total of HKD224,081.98 was raised from
both events with every penny going towards nominated service projects. Well
done to the Service Committee and Mrs Jenny Craig for putting on such a
successful event.
Caucasian Chalk Circle
The cast and crew of the Caucasian Chalk Circle were celebrated with
nonstop applause as the curtains fell on the production. Students have been working hard under the careful direction of Ms Jane
Fisher for many months with support from many staff in the school. On both nights, Wednesday 9 December and Thursday 10
December, audience members packed into the West Island School auditorium and were stunned by the performances by students.
From the fascinating plot, to the outstanding performances, elaborate sets and the effective music, it all came together to create a
production par excellence.
WIS School Fair
Yet again, the PTA put on a fabulous and successful School Fair on March
12. The weather held up and students, parents, staff and the wider WIS
community all gathered at the school to celebrate West Island School.
Students involved themselves in many forms from organising the Haunted
House to performing on stage and entertaining audiences. From numerous
food and game stalls to dunk tanks, bouncy castles and lots of shopping
opportunities, attendees walked away satisified with their day out.
This year, Dynasty Leaders were also out in full force ensuring members of
their Dynasties were taking part and encouraging others to do the same.
The funds raised will be used to help the school improve facilities; this year
the focus will be a new mural for the school entrance and new Dynasty
Banners to be placed in the Canteen area.
WIS Chef
The first WIS Chef was held this year too. Students were asked to apply and a record of 37 applications were received. From
here, a panel chose the top 12 applications who were invited to compete in the first round. From here, the rounds got tougher and
tougher with themes such as the chocolate based desserts and the two course menu tasting the skills of students to the utmost. In
the end, Year 7 students, Celeste Dechy and Ines Chiu were crowned the WIS Chefs of 2016.
They then went on to compete at the ESF Chef of the Year finals which took
place at Sha Tin College. The Junior round was made up of Year 9 students
which made the WIS team, the youngest pair at the finals. The contestants
were given two hours to create a Truck Style, but restaurant plated standard
savory and sweet.
Celeste and Ines presented to the four professional chefs and the CEO
of ESF peppers filled with porcini and chanterelle mushrooms and iberico
Spanish ham béchamel with a homemade tomato cream sauce, garnished
with rosemary. The sweet – orange blossom infused mini meringue, mango
and raspberry pavlova with fresh vanilla whipping cream. Our girls thoroughly
deserve the accolade of WIS Chefs and ESF Finalists of the Year. Well done
and many thanks to Mrs Jenny Craig for organising the WIS event.
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STUDENT VOICE

The past year has seen students develop their social, research, thinking, communication, organisational management and
leadership. The school has a range of committees (led by students) and organisations with whom we are affiliated. These include
a mentoring programme led by the Connections Team, a comprehensive events programme led by the Events Council; there is also
the CAS Committee and the Service Committee which ensures that all funds raised are diverted appropriately and with the greatest
impact. The Circle in the Water Committee has developed a wonderfully diverse creative arts programme which this year included
the very successful Star Search, led by Erica and Maddie in Year 13, as well as the festival of celebration in December, and a
range of activities taking place throughout the year; all led by students for students. The PE and Sports Faculty continue to ensure
that all students feel valued, are involved and try their best.
The school’s CAS programme is an integral part of our drive to develop our future leaders. Students continue to lead on projects
in collaboration with a range of organisations including: Amnesty International, Unicef, Orbis, Hope for Kids, Shelter Box and AntiHuman Trafficking, Kowloon Street Sleeps and Model United Nations. The first Christmas Markets took place in December where
service project student leaders set up a successful event which fulfilled both aims of raising awareness and funds for their respective
causes. Dynasty Days have gone from strength to strength with students devising a fun day of events that engage the whole
community. We have raised over 300,000HKD for our nominated charities.
Within the classroom students are encouraged to take the lead on various activities; many playing the role of assistant teacher or
coach. We strongly believe in students getting involved and having a voice. Evaluation of classroom practice will always include
student voice to ensure that all students are catered for and that the learning experience in and out of the classroom is the best it
can be. The Year 9s underwent an exercise in leading discussions on learning and enrichment with outcomes forming our student
development plan for this coming academic year. The Head Students have led on the school’s Round Table event where students
have the opportunity to voice their opinions and to lead on evolution and change.

The Head Student Team (HST) made
up of 2 Head Students and 2 Deputy
Head Students. Each member of the
HST devise an action plan detailing
their progress steps of their individual
portfolios

The HST 2015-16
Xarius Gander
Sophie Allen
Maegan Rodricks
Andre Fajardo

There are 6 Dynasties with 4 Dynasty
Leaders (DLs) per Dynasty
There are 24 Students involved from
March Year 12 to February Year 13)

6 Deputy Dynasty Leaders (DDLs)
The term starts in March of Y10 until
March of Year 11

Song

Tang

Yuan

Qing

Ming

Han

The HST lead discussions on whole school initiatives and agendas generated from discussions in tutor group and year group councils, and from meetings with Ms Foxcroft, Mrs Craig. Dynasty Leaders, Deputy Dynasty Leaders and Dynasty Representatives will
form the council and will be the voice of the student body. Focus of meetings will depend on minutes of meetings and progress check
points of Head Student Action Plans
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The Dynasty System at West Island
All students and staff at WIS are affiliated to one of the 6 Dynasties…healthy competition
and collaboration at the heart of the programme
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The HST assist in the coordination of Dynasty events, the CAS programme, the PTA, the
School Council and the school’s CAS programme.

The WIS Student Council (under construction 2015-16)

16

A

2 Dynasty Representatives (DRs)
per year group, (i.e. 8 students per
Dynasty). There are 48 Students
involved across Y7 to Y10

The HST oversee the Dynasty Leaders in collaboration with the Dynasty Coordinator
and the Heads of Dynasty (staff)
2015-16 will see the appointment of 6 Teachers as Heads of Dynasty
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ALUMNI
This academic year, West Island School was able to connect a lot more
with its Alumni as they look to fully establish a WIS Alumni Association. The
association hopes to develop a strong sense of community of former students
who will continue to promote the core values of West Island School through
sharing of their experiences with fellow Alumni and current WIS students.
In the 2015-2016 academic year, West Island School was able to bring some
of these elements to fruition. The annual WIS Alumni Festive Tea party was
hosted in December 2015. Over 40 ex-students were welcomed back including
many from the graduating Class of 2015. Alumni were able to reconnect with
old classmates and teachers who had made a large impact on their lives. They
were seen mingling and learning of one another’s achievements during their
time away from school. This event will continue annually with the next one
scheduled in January 2017.
On campus, West Island School hosted ex-students at various events. Julia
Mason (Class of 2011) came back twice – once to discuss her unique organisation Fork on Wheels with students and again at the
Awards Ceremony in March 2016, where she spoke about how WIS influenced her to take a brave step towards the choice of her
career.
Max Woodward (Class of 2009), Captain of the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens team, gladly spoke at the WIS Sports Awards
Ceremony. He explained to WIS sport enthusiasts how he overcame many challenges through sport and through the support of his
teachers at WIS.
WIS’ most renowned Alumni, Geoffrey Cheah (Class of 2008) returned to WIS to share his experiences as a student-athlete at
Stanford University. He offered up advice on how to demonstrate passion in college essays and talked about life at university. Later
in the day, the ace swimmer ran a swim clinic for eager swimmers.
West Island School is also following closely, the lives of Alumni who are
constantly featured in the news. Akanksha Hazari (Class of 2000) and her
start up, m.Paani – a mobile phone based customer loyalty programme that
encourages the supply of clean water to low-income families in India, was
featured heavily by the SCMP where she spoke about her time at WIS at
length. Later on in the year, she was in the news again when she received
an award from the Vital Voices Global Partnership, an NGO set up by Hillary
Clinton and former secretary of state Madeleine Albright, at a gala celebrating
women leaders around the world.
Mark Woodward’s (Class of 2010) first solo exhibition in New York was also
featured in SCMP in March 2016. Woodward exhibited a series of stunning
photos which spanned four years and saw the transition from man to woman
of his close friend.
TED Talks invited Siawn Ou (Class of 2000) to discuss the ‘Art of Letting Go’.
Through a sequence of aerial stunts, he was able to explain how high risks
can lead to great rewards and how they may actually be wise investments.
Lastly, star cricketer Anushman Rath (Class of 2015) was chosen to be a part of the Hong Kong T20 Cricket Team and was the
youngest player to participate at the T20 World Cup in 2015.
West Island School also introduced new platforms for Alumni to connect and communicate: an official Facebook page and LinkedIn
page. Both platforms aim to firstly, keep alumni abreast of the many changes taking place at school, and secondly, allow Alumni
to connect socially and professionally. Both these platforms are continually updated and there is a large uptake on the number of
Alumni that are joining.
Finally, this year the Class of 2016 were given a welcome gift, the first of a tradition to now be implemented by the WISAA. The
WIS photo frame and class photo reminded them that they are indeed still a part of the school community.
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PTA REPORT
Another year has gone by so quickly, full of action in the PTA and the WIS community!
A huge Thank You goes to the staff team at the PTA office, parent members, teaching staff and students who helped and
volunteered in the past year making all activities enjoyable and successful!
Here are some highlights from 2015 – 2016:
Seven fundraising events were held and raised a total amount of $357,562.86. We have had continuous support from parents and
friends participating at our signature events such as the WIS Ceilidh, the Quiz Night, the School Fair and the Christmas Market. We
also provided help in organising catering to school and student-driven events on Sports Day, Caucasian Chalk Circle hospitality,
Sponsored Walk. Indeed a year of fun and caring and sharing spirit in WIS community!
With the funds raised through out the year, we have made donations to school facilities renovation and upgrades:
-

New Mural outside the front of school

-

Banner decorations in the canteen

-

Additional lighting in the auditorium

In addition to the contribution within school, we also extended our care
to the broader community by donating old uniform stock to the Umbrella
Foundation and Nepal Disaster Relief, lifeguard Jonathon’s support fund and
20% of raffle proceeds to The Society for the Relief of Disabled Children.
The PTA shop introduced new school uniform items and service in 20152016 school year. Students have new shorts, new student planner and new
bus route to service the Belchers! WIS girls will be glad to know that new PE
shorts are in development for them.
Our PTA committee continued to actively engage with parents and the
school in decision making via regular participation and representation on School Council and ESF Committee of Parents. Members
of the committee volunteered in organising new parents cocktails and parent forums run by guest speakers. We always welcome
parents support.
As always, a huge thank you to the PTA staff team who have been effectively and efficiently administrating the PTA shop, events
and procuring sponsors and donations! Without them, we would not have the success and ability to help and support the school in
the way we currently do.
Looking forward to 2016 – 2017, the PTA Committee and staff team will continue to hold all the signature events, plus new events to
add more fun to parent’s social life at WIS. All skilled bakers and cooking fanatics, we will see you at the Kitchenware Sale and the
WIS Bakeoff this year!
Tiffana Richards
On Behalf of PTA Committee

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Over the summer of 2016 we have continued to work on upgrading our facilities in order to further enhance the teaching and
learning experiences for our students and at the same time ensuring the school continues of offer a safe, clean and dynamic
environment.
There were two major projects undertaken this summer involving complete redesigns and renovations. The Creative Arts
department saw its music room walls knocked down and along with making the existing studios slightly larger a further two new
studios were created giving a total of 7 studios. The existing two classrooms have incorporated raised performance areas and
we have been able to increase the number of iMac work stations from 28 to 30 in each room ensuring all children have the same
opportunity to develop their musical ability. We have ensured that all walls, ceiling and flooring have acoustic panelling providing
maximum sound proofing for each room.
The second major project was undertaken in Design and Technology. As with music rooms and studios the dividing walls
between all rooms were removed and a new airier, lighter and brighter learning environment has been created. We have created
a centralised machining bay which is shared between two of the workshops and have ensured all the welding and hot metal work
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space is combined into one area at the rear of the Engineering workshops. We also now have a specialised designated graphics
studio. All rooms are separated by sliding doors meaning that the entire area can be opened up and shared learning experiences
can be optimised.
We have continued our upgrading of the science block with a further two science laboratories and preparation room being
renovated. The design for these followed that of the recently upgraded laboratories to ensure the same look and feel in all
laboratories. We are hoping to finish the final two science rooms next year resulting in a consistent design across all the
laboratories.
The air conditioning units that serve the auditorium and sports hall were all replaced over the summer and we are hoping this will
ensure a more comfortable environment for our PE lessons, assemblies and for all of our performers and visiting parents.
Alongside these areas we have also managed to install two cricket nets on Block B roof meaning we are no longer dependent on
HKU for their facility and it further diversifies the offering to external parties hopefully increasing our rental income.
Finally we were able to secure a substantial donation which has allowed us to procure a top of the range electronic scoreboard to
replace our 20 year old scoreboard. This has been installed in the sports hall and we hope the students will be inspired by seeing
their own number on the board and the points they are scoring for their team.

OFFICIAL GROUP PHOTOGRAPHS

Leadership Team (2015-2016)
left to right
Jane Fisher, Jenny Craig, Jane Foxcroft,
Dominic Massarella. Michelle Stokes, Clare Haworth
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West Island School
250 Victoria Road, Pokfulam, Hong Kong
Tel: 2819 1962

Fax: 2816 7257

Email: wis@wis.edu.hk
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